
Bringing Research to Life

T

icy boarded ithe sleek corporate jet in Palm

Beach and were taken aft to meet with the

general manager of Min'hter, who was

scuted at a conference table that austerely held one

sheaf of papers and a white telephone.

"I'm Jean-Claude Mairaison," the general man-

ager sai. Myra please sit here ... and you must be

Jason Henry. On the flight up frcm Caracas I read

your proposal for ilhe CompleteCare project. I intend

to sign your contract if you answer one question to

my satisfaction about the schedule.

took martcetng research in co l lege and didn't

like it, so you talk fast, straight, and plainly unless we

both decde we need to get technical. If the phone

rtngs, ignore it and keep talking. When you answer my

one quostior. I'll put you oft the plane in the first Florida

city that has a commercial flight back . to	 to

"This in Pairs Beach, Jean-Claude," said the

steward.
What I don't like s that you are going to hold

everything up so you can develop a scare for the

questionnaire. Scaling is what I didn't like n marketing

research. It is complicated and it takes too much

time. Why can't you use some of the scales our mar-

keting people have been using? Why do you have to

reinvent the wheel?" The manager jabbed a finger

toward Myra.

"Our research staff agrees with us that it woula

be inappropriate to adapt surveys developed for use

in our consumer products line," said Myra smoothly.

"OK. Computers are not the same as toaster

ovens and VCRs. Gotcha. Jason, what is going to be

different about the scales you intend to develop?"

"When we held focus groups wth your customers,

they continually referred to tine need for your product

service to 'meet expectations' or 'exceed expectations.'

The hundredth time we heard this we reafzed

a our company credo. 'UnCerp rOrnlSe and

exceed expectatOns

'Cti, virtually none of the scales developed for

customer satisfaction deal with expectations. We

want a scale that ranges in five steps from 'Met few

expectations' to Exceeded expectations,' but we

don't know what to name the id-between intervals so

that the psychological spacing is equal between

increments. We think 'Met many expectations' and

'Met most expectations' and 'Fully met expectations

will be OK, but we want to be sure."

"You are not being fussy here, are you, Jason?"

"No. Because of the way you are running your ser-

vice operation, we want great precision and reliability."

"Justify that, please. Myra."

"Well, Jean-Claude, besides setting up our own

repair force, we have contracted with an outside

organizatiorr to provide repairs in certain areas, with

the intention after six months of comparing the perfor-

mance of the inside and outside repair organizations

and giving the future work to whoever performs bet-

ter. We feel that such an important decision, which

involves the job security 01 MindWriter employees,

must have full credibility."

"I can accept that, Good." The manager scrib-

bled his signature on the contract. "You'll receive this

contract in three days, after it has wended its way

past the paper pushers. Meantime, we'll settle for a

handshake. Nice job, so far, Myra. You seem to have

gotten a quick start with MindWriter. Congratulations

Jason."
"We can put them down in Orlando," said the

steward.
"No,' sad Jean-Claude. "We are only,flve minutes

out. Tom the plane around and put these folks out

where they got on. They can start working this after-

noon . . . Gosh, is that the beach out there? It looks

great. I've got to get some sun one of these days."

"You do look pale.' said Myra,..sympatheticallY.

"Fais gaffe, tu m'fais mat" be muttered under his

breath.
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PART II The Design of Research

The Nature of Measurement Scales

When you develop measurement questions for your research study, you often may
choose between standardized scales and custom-designed ones. When what you mea-
sure is concrete (for example the length of an assembly line), we usually choose a stan-
dardized measure (like measuring the assembly line with an electronic range finder or
tape measure). When what we want to measure is a more abstract and complex con-
struct (like customer attitudes about a product service program), standardized measures
may neither exist nor provide a close enough fit to a particular manager's scenario. In
these situations, developing a customized scale to measure the construct is the only
option. Otherwise, we are left measuring a construct with a tool designed for something
else. This would be like measuring the length of the assembly line with our forearm
instead of visible laser be 	 thnology.

This chapter covers proc ures that will help you understand measurement scales
so that you might select or c struct measures that are appropriate for your research.
We concentrate here on the problems of measuring more complex constructs, like atti-
tudes and opinions.

Scaling Defined

Scale Selection

M A N A '3 E M E N.T

Scaling is a "procedure for the assignment of numbers (or other symbols) to a property
of objects in order to impart some of the characteristics of numbers to the properties in
question."'

What Is Scaled? Procedurally, we assign numbers to indicants of the properties of
objects. Thus, one assigns a number scale to the various levels of heat and cold and calls
it a thermometer. If you want to measure the temperature of the air, you know that a
property of temperature is that its variation leads to an expansion or contraction of mer-
cury. A glass tube with mercury provides an indicant of temperature change by the rise
or fall of the mercury in the tube.

In another context, you might devise a scale to measure the durability (property)
of paint. You secure a machine with an attached scrub brush that applies a predeter-
mined amount of pressure as it scrubs. You then count the number of brush strokes
that it takes to wear through a 10-mil thickness of paint. The scrub count is the indi-
cant of the paint's durability. Or you may judge a person's supervisory capacity
(property) by asking a peer group to rate that person on various questions (indicants)
that you create.

Scaling may be reviewed in several ways, but here we cover those approaches that are
of greatest value for management research .2 Selection or construction of a measurement
scale requires decisions in six key areas:

• Study objective

• Response form

• Degree of preference

• Data properties

• Number of dimensions

• Scale Construction
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Study Objective Researchers face two general study objectives:

• To measure certain characteristics of the respondents who complete the study.

• To use respondents as judges of the objects or indicants presented to them.

Assume you've been contracted by the city of Miro Reach to conduct a study sup-
posedly of voters' approval or disapproval of one or more regulatory programs. In the
first type of study, your scale would measure the voters' political orientation as conser-
vative or liberal. You might combine each person's answers to form an indicator of that
person's political orientation. The emphasis in this first study objective is on measuring
attitudinal differences among people. With the second study objective, you might use
the same data but in this case you are truly interested in how satisfied people are with
different governmental programs. In this study objective, your true interest is in the dif-
ferences in the acceptance level of one or more regulatory programs.

Response Form Measurement scales are of three types: rating, ranking, and cate-
gorization. A rating scale is used when respondents score an object or indicant without
making a direct comparison to another object or attitude. For example, they may be
asked to evaluate the styling of a new automobile on a five-point rating scale. Ranking
scales constrain the study participant to make comparisons among two or more indi-
cants or objects. Respondents may be asked to choose which one of a pair of cars has
more attractive styling. They could also be asked to order the importance of comfort,
ergonomics, performance. and price for the target vehicle. Categorization asks respon-
dents to put themselves or property indicants in groups or categories. Asking auto show
respondents to identify their gender or ethnic background or to indicate whether a par-
ticular prototype car design would attract a youthful or mature clientele would require a
categorization response strategy.

Degree of Preference Measurement scales may involve preference measure-
ment or nonpreference evaluation. In the former, each respondent is asked to choose
the object he or she favors or the solution he or she would prefer. In the latter, respon-
dents are asked to judge which object has more of some characteristic or which solu-
tion takes the most resources, without reflecting any personal preference toward
objects or solutions.

Data Properties Measurement scales also may be viewed in terms of the data
properties generated by each scale. Chapter 8 indicated that data are classified as nomi-
nal, ordinal, interval, or ratio. The assumptions underlying each data type determine
how a particular measurement scale's data can be handled statistically.

Number of Dimensions Measurement scales are either unidimensional or multi-
dimensional. With a unidimensional scale, one seeks to measure only one attribute
of the respondent or object. One measure of employee potential is promotability. It is
a single dimension. Several items may be used to measure this dimension and, by
combining them into a single measure, a manager may place employees along a linear
continuum of promotability. Multidimensional scaling recognizes that an object

might be better described in an attribute space of n dimensions rather than on a unidi-
mensional continuum. The employee promotability variable might be better
expressed by three distinct dimensions—managerial performance, technical perfor-
mance, and teamwork.
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Scale Construction We can classify measurement scales by the methods used to
build them. Fie construction approaches are used in research practice:

Arbitrary: A scale is custom-designed to measure a property or indicant.

• Consensus: Judges evaluate the items to be included.

• item analysis: Measurement scales are tested with a sample of respondents.

• Cumulative: Scales are chosen for their conformity to a ranking of items with
ascending and descending discriminating power.

• Factoring: Scales are constructed from intercorrelations of items from other studies.'

Arbitrary sales may measure the concepts for which they have been designed. hut
the researcher has no advance evidence of a particular scales validit y and reliability.
Nevertheless, researchers commonly choose this construction approach. Consensus

tea/es are developed by a panel of .judges who evaluate the Items to he included based
on topical relevance and lack of ambiguity.

In item analySts, after administering the test, a total score is calculated for each
scale. Individual items (a scale or part of a scale) are then analyzed to determine which
best discriminate between persons or objects with high total scores and low total scores.

In the cumulative approach, the endorsement of an item that represents an extreme
position results in the endorsement of all items of less extreme positions.

Finally, in tactoring common factors account for the relationships. The relation-
ships are measured statistically through factor analysis or cluster analysis.

The business researcher studies both the type of measurement scale and the scale's
construction when selecting an appropriate scale. These topics form the basis for the
remainder of the chapter.

Response Methods

Rating Scales

In Chapter 8. we said that questioning is a widely used stimulus for measuring concepts
and constructs. A manager may he asked his or her views concerning an employee. The
response is. " a good machinist,' "a troublemaker." "a union activist." "reliable," or "a
fast worker with a poor record of attendance." These answers, because they represent
such different frames of reference for evaluating the worker and thus lack comparabil-
ity, would be of limited value to the researcher.

Two approaches improve the usefulness of such replies. Firi, various properties

may be separated and the respondent asked to judge each spectIc lacet. Here, the
researcher would substitute several distinct questions for a single (,ne. Second. the
researcher can replace the free-rc.sporise repl) with structuring devices. To quantify
dimensions that are essentiall y qualitative, rating or ranking scales are used.

One uses rating scales to judge properties of objects without reference to other similar
objects. These ratings may he In such forms as"like-dis!ike.""approve-indiffere tit -
disapprove," or other classifications using even more categories.

Number of Scale Points There is little conclusive support for choosing a three-
point scale over scales with five or more points. Some researchers think that more
points on a rating 'eale provide an opportunit y for greater sensitivity of measurement
and extraction of variance. The most widely used scales range from three to seven
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points, but it does not seem to make much difference which number is used—with two

exceptions .4 First, a larger number of scale points is needed to produce accuracy when
using single-dimension versus multiple-dimension scales. Second, in cross-cultural
measurement, the culture may condition respondents to a standard metric—a 10-point

scale in Italy, for example.

Alternative Scales Examples of rating scales are shown in Exhibit 9-1. This
exhibit amplifies the overview presented in this section. 5 Later in the chapter, construc-

tion techniques for some commonly used rating scales are presented.
The simple category scale (also called a dichotomous scale) offers two mutually

exclusive response choices. In Exhibit 9-1 they are yes and no but they could just as
easily be important and unimportant, agree and disagree, or another set of discrete cate-
gories had the question been different. This response strategy is particularly useful for
demographic questions or where a dichotomous response is adequate.

When there are multiple options for the rater but only one answer is sought, the
multiple choice, single-response scale is appropriate. Our example has five options.
The primary alternatives should encompass 90 percent of the range with the "other" cat-
egory completing the respondent's list. When there is no possibility for "other" or
exhaustiveness of categories is not critical, the "other" response may be omitted. Both
the multiple choice, single-response and the simple category scale produce nominal data.

A variation, the multiple choice, multiple-response scale (also called a checklist)

allows the rater to select one or several alternatives. In this example we are measuring
seven items with one question, and it is possible that all seven sources for home design
were consulted. The cumulative feature of this scale can be beneficial when a complete
picture of the respondent's choices is desired, but it may also present a problem for
reporting when research sponsors expect the responses to sum to 100 percent. This

scale generates nominal data.
The Likert scale is the most frequently used variation of the summated rating

scale. Summated scales consist of statements that express either a favorable or unfavor-
able attitude toward the object of interest. The respondent is asked to agree or disagree
with each statement. Each response is given a numerical score to reflect its degree of
attitudinal favorableness, and the scores may be totaled to measure the respondent's

attitude. In our example, the respondent chooses one of five levels of agreement. The
numbers indicate the value to be assigned to each possible answer with 1 the least
favorable impression of Internet superiority and 5 the most favorable. These values are
normally not printed on the instrument but are shown in Exhibit 9–I to indicate the
scoring system. Between 20 and 25 properly constructed questions about an attitude
object would be required for a reliable Likert scale.

Likert scales help us compare one person's score with a distribution of scores from
a well-defined sample group. This measurement scale is useful for a manager when the
organization plans to conduct an experiment or undertake a program of change or
improvement. The researcher can measure attitudes before and after the experiment or
change, or judge whether the organization's efforts have had the desired effects. This

scale produces interval data.
The semantic differential scale measures the psychological meanings of an atti-

tude object. Managers use this scale for brand image and other marketing studies of
institutional images, political issues and personalities, and organizational studies. It is
based on the proposition that an object can have several dimensions of connotative
meaning. The meanings are located in multidimensional property space, called seman-

tic space. The method consists of a set of bipolar rating scales, usually with seven
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EXHIBIT 9—I Sample Rating Scales

Sipk (OIY 
Scale 

"I plan to purchase  Mind Write r, laptop in the next 12 months."
(dic
data: r,ommai	 Yes

o No

Multiple Cb0C*	 "What newspaper do you read most often for financial news?"
—

data: nominal	 0 East City Gazette
o West City Tribune
o Regional newspaper
0 National newspaper
0 Other (specify: 	 -

I H

— Choke
Multiple..Respot,e
S*le (checklist)

tiominal

"Check any ot the sources you consulted when desiening yow nea home

o Online planning services
o Magazines
o Independent contractor/builder
o Developer's models/plans
o Designer
o Architect
DOthert'pecify: J.

Lert Scale	 'The Internet is superior to traditional Libraries for comprehensive searches"
Suated Rating	 S I RON(,L Y	 NEt rHER 4GREF	 STRONGI V
Jets: inteIrval	 AGREE	 AGREE	 '40R DISAGREE.	 DISAGREE	 DISAGREE

(5)	 (4)	 i3)	 (2)	 (1)

Satk IJ.J	 Lands' End Catalog
Scak
dam: hmrval	 FAST	 SLOW

HIGH QUALITY

wericaI Scale	 1-
ottbnal Of	 -	 EXTREMELY

iiva1	 FAVORABLE	 '

Employee's cooperation in teams
Employee ' s knowledge of task
Emplo yee's planning effectisenes

('nnnupd

points, by which one or more respondents rate one or more concepts on each scale item.
In the example in Exhibit 9—I, two sets of bipolar pairs are shown, one from the tradi-
tional source and one adapted to the research purpose. Based on the construction
requirements discussed later, we might choose 10 scale items to score the "Lands' End
Catalog."
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Multiple Rating
List Scale
data: interval

Ii''d Sum Scale
data: LITIU

'Please indicate how important or unimportant each service characteristic is:"

IMPORTANT	 UNIMPORTANT

Fast reliable repair	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1

Service at my location	 7 6 5 4 3 2	 1

Maintenance by manufacturer 	 7 6 5 4 3 2	 1

Knowledgeable technicians 	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1

Notification of upgrades	 7 6 5	 4	 3	 2	 1

Service contract after warranty 	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1

"Taking all the supplier characteristics we've just discussed and now considering
cost, what is their relative importance to you (dividing tOO units between):"

Being one of the lowest cost suppliers

All other aspects of supplier performante

Sum 100

Stapel Scale
data: ordinal or*
interval

Graphic Rating Scale
data: ordinal or
ieryal or ratio

+4
+3
+2
+1

Technology
Leader	 -1

-2
-3
-4
-5

(Company Name)
+5
+4
+3
+2
+1

Exciting
Products -1

-2
-3
-4
-5

+5
+4
+3
+2
+1

World-Class
Reputation

-2
-3
-4
-5

How likely are you to recommend CompleteCare to others?" (place an X at the
position along the line that best reflects your judgment)

VERY LIKELY	
-i VERY UNLIKELY

(alternative with graphic)

In chapter 8 we noted that researchers differ In the ways they ueat data from certain scales. If you are unable to

establish the linearity of the measured variables or you cannot be confident that you have equal intervals, it is

proper to treat data from these scales as ordinal.

The semantic differential has several advantages It produces interval data. It is an

efficient and easy way to secure attitudes from a large sample. These attitudes may be

measured in both direction and intensity. The total set of responses provides a compre-

hensive picture of the meaning of an object and a measure of the subject doing the
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ratin g . It is a standardued technique that is easil y repeated but escapes many problems
of response distortion found with more direct methods.

Numerical scales have equal intervals that separate their numeric scale points. The
verbal anchors serve as the labels for the extreme points. Numerical scales are often
5-point scales, as shown in the exhibit, but may have 7 or 10 points. The respondent
writes a number from the scale next to each item. If numerous questions about
employee performance were included in the example, the scale would provide both an
absolute measure of importance and a relative measure (ranking) of the various items
rated. The scale's linearity, simplicity, and production of ordinal or interval data make it
popular for managers and researchers.

The multiple rating list scale is similar to the numerical scale but differs in two
ways: (I) It accepts a circled response from the rater, and (2) the layout allows visual-
ization of the results. The advantage is that a mental map of the respondent's evalua-
tions is evident to both the rater and the researcher. This scale produces interval data.

A scale that helps the researcher discover proportions is the fixed sum scale. In the
example. two categories are presented that must sum to ito. Up to tOcategones may be
used, but both respondent precision and patience suffer when too many stimuli are pro-
portioned and summed. A respondent's ability to add is also taxed in some situations; thus
this is not a response strategy that can be effectivel y used with children or the uneducated.
The advantage of the scale is its compatibility with percent (100 percenti and the fact that
continuous data (versus discrete categories) can be compared for the alternatives. The
scale is used to record attitudes, behavior, and behavioral Intent. It produces interval data.

The stapel scale is used as an alternative to the semantic differential. especially
when it is difficult to find bipolar adjectives that match the investigative question. In the
example in Exhibit 9-1 there are three attributes of corporate Image. The scale is com-
posed of the word (or phrase) identif y in g the image dimension and a Set of 10 response
cat%ones for each of the three attributes. Fewer response categories are sometimes
usedkPcspondcnts select a plus number for the characteristic that describes the named
co1ny. The more accurate the description, the larger is the positive number. Simi-
larPe. the less accurate the description, the larger is the negative number chosen. Ratings
range from ±5 to —5. very accurate to very inaccurate. Like the semantic differential.
sta,cl scales usually produce interval data.

The graphic rating scale was created to enable researchers to discern tine differ-
ences. Theoretically, an infinite number of ratings is possible if the respondent is
sophisticated enough to differentiate and record them. The respondent checks his or her
response at an y point along a continuum. Usuall y, the score is a measure of length (mil-
limeters) front either end point. The results are usually treated as interval data. The d ; f-
ficulty is in coding and analysis. This response strategy requires more time than scales
with predetermined categories. Oftr graphic rating scales use pictures, icons, or other
visuals to communicate with the' rater and represent a variet y of data types. Graphic
scales are often used with children, whose more limited vocabulary prevents the use of
scales anchored with words.

Errors to Avoid with Rating Scales The value of rating scales for measurement
purposes depends oil assumption that a person can and will make good judgments.
Before accepting rcspadents' ratings, we should consider their tendencies to make
errors of three types: ui lenienc y, (2) central tendenc y, and 3) halo effect.

Leniency. The error of leniency occurs when a respondent is either an "eas rater"
or a "hard rater." The latter is an error of negative lenienc y. Raters are inclined 10 score
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M AN AG E M F NT

people higher whom they know well and with whom they are ego involved. There is
also the opposite—where acquaintances are rated lower because one is aware of the ten-
dency toward positive leniency and attempts to counteract it. A way to deal with posi-

tive leniency is to design the rating scale to anticipate it. An example might be an
asymmetrical scale that has only one unfavorable descriptive tel-rn and four favorable
terms (poor—fair—good—very good--excellent). The scale designer expects that the
mean ratings will be near "good" and that there will be a symmetrical distribution about
that point.

Central Tendency. Raters are reluctant to give extreme judgments, and this fact
accounts for the error of central tendency. This is most often seen when the rater does not
know the objector property being rated. To counteract this type of error try the following:

• Adjust the strength of descriptive adjectives.

• Space the intermediate descriptive phrases farther apart.

• Provide smaller differences in meaning between the steps near the ends of the scale
than between the steps near the center.

• Use more points in the scale.

Halo. The halo effect is the systematic bias that the rater introduces by carrying over
a generalized impression of the subject from one rating to another. You expect the stu-
dent who does well on the first question of an examination to do well on the second.
You conclude a report is good because you like its form, or you believe someone is
intelligent because you agree with him or her. Halo is a pervasive error. It is especially
difficult to avoid when the property being studied is not clearly defined, not easily
observed, not frequently discussed, involves reactions with others, or is a trait of high
moral importance .7 One way to counteract the halo effect is to rate one trait at a time for
all subjects or to have one trait per page.

Rating scales are widely used in management research and generally deserve their
popularity. The results obtained with careful use compare favorably with other methods.

Ranking Scales

M A N A C E M EN T

 ^^p

In ranking scales, the subject directly compares two or more objects and makes choices
among them. Frequently, the respondent is asked to select one as the "best" or the "most
preferred" When there are only two choices, this approach is satisfactory, but it often
results in "ties" when more than twocoices are found. For example, assume respon-
dents are asked to select the most preferred among three or more models of a product.
In response, 40 percent choose model A. 30 percent choose model B, and 30 percent
choose model C. Which is the preferred model? The analyst would be taking a risk to
suggest that A is most preferred. Perhaps that interpretation is correct, but 60 percent of
the respondents chose some model other than A. Perhaps all B and C voters would place
A last, preferring either B or C to it. This ambiguity can be avoided by using some of the
techniques described in this section.

Using the paired-comparison scale, the respondent can express attitudes unam-
biguously by choosing between two objects. Typical of paired comparisons would be
the sports car preference example in Exhibit 9-2. The number ofjudgments required in
a paired comparison is [(n)(n - 1)12], where n is the number of stimuli or objects to be
judged. When four cars are evaluated, the respondent evaluates six paired comparisons

I(4)(3)/2 =
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EXHIBIT 9-2 Ranking Scales

Paired-Comparicou
Scale
data ordinal

"For each pair of two-seat sports cars listed, place a check beside the one 'ou
would most prefer if you had to choose between the two."

ri

BMW Z3
Porsche Boxster

- Chevrolet Corvette
BMW Z3

- Chevrolet Corvette
-. Dodge Viper

Chevrolet Corvette
Porsche Boxster

- Porsche Box ster
Dodge Viper

Dodge Viper
BMW Z3

lorced Ranking Scale
data: ordinal "Rank the radar .Ictection features in your order of preference. Place the

number I next to the most preferred. 2 by the second choice, and so forth.

User programming
Cordless capability
Small size
Long-range warning
Minimal false alarms

Comparative Scale	 Compared to your previous mutual fund's performance, the new one Is:"
data: ordinal

SUPERIOR	 ABOUT THE S.\ME

2	 3	 4

ster:rci L.eaae:shg .r Ethaticn

r: an attempt to respona to the :CSS-tfl....stefar per Of

mance of their students on standardized tests, many
states are mandating new educational standards for
teachers. Ohio is one such state. Starting with year 2002
gràdtiates of education programs, all teachers of kinder-
garter) tf'ugh high school will need to earn a master's
degree within five to seven years of ilcensure in order to
rflaintatn their teaching certification. Wttnnherg University,
a nationally ranked, private liberal arts institution in Ohio
has been training teachers for 150 years ttough a bache-
krof ails in education. The faculty in its education de part-
ment 'recently mailed a survey to more than ?..UJ

e.sThers in its five-county market area to determine the
ahractiveness of Wittenberg as a source for the required
master's degree. This mail survey generated neatly 800
responses and indicated the market is rece ptive to attend-
ing Wittenberg for the required roaster's degree in educa-
tion Respondents' enthusiasm was tempered only by
concerns about price. Looking at the instrument provided
with the case'Mastering Teacior Leadershirf in tre
Cases section of the text, did the survey ,designers scale
the items to be measured correctiy?

wwwfttebdu
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EXHIBIT 9-3 Response Patterns of 200 Union Members' Paired Comparisons on Five Suggestions for Bargaining
Proposal Priorities

Paired-comparison data may be treated in several ways. If there is substantial consistency, we will find that if A is
preferred to B, and B to C, then A will be consistently preferred to C. This condition of transitivity need not always be
true but should occur most of the time. When it does, take the total number of preferences among the comparisons as
the score for that stimulus. Assume a union bargaining committee is considering five major demand proposals. The
committee would like to know how the union membership ranks these proposals. One option would be to ask a sample
of the members to pair-compare the personnel suggestions, With a rough comparison of the total preferences for each
option, it is apparent that B is the most popular.

4 	

- 	 164	 138

8	 36	 -	 54

C	 62	 146	 -

1)	 150	 186	 168

E	 130	 170	 150

Total	 378	 666	 510

Rank order	 3	 1	 2

M',,	 0.478	 0.766	 0.610

Zi	 -0060	 0.730	 0.280

0.530	 1.320	 0.870

'Interpret this cell. 164 members preferred suggestion B (column) to suggestion A (row).

50	 70

14	 30

32	 50

118

82	 -

178	 268

5	 4

0.278	 0.368

-0.590	 -0.340

0.000	 0.250

In another example we might compare two bargaining proposals available to union
negotiators (see Exhibit 9-3). Generally, there are more than two stimuli to judge,
resulting in a potentially tedious task for respondents. If 15 suggestions for bargaining
proposals are available, 105 paired comparisons would be made.

Reducing the number of comparisons per respondent without reducing the num-
ber of objects can lighten this burden. You can present each respondent with only a
sample of the stimuli. In this way, each pair of objects must be compafd an equal
number of times. Another procedure is to choose a few objects that are believed to
cover the range of attractiveness at equal intervals. All other stimuli are then com-
pared to these few standard objects. If 36 automobiles are to be judged, four may be
selected as standards and the others divided into four groups of eight each. Within
each group, the eight are compared to each other. Then the 32 are individually com-
pared to each of the four standard automobiles. This reduces the number of compar-
isons from 630 to 240.

Paired comparisons run the risk that respondents will tire to the point that they give
ill-considered answers or refuse to continue. Opinions differ about the upper limit, but
five or six stimuli are not unreasonable when the respondent has other questions to
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answer, if the data collection consists only of paired comparisons, as many as 10 stim-
uli are reasonable.

	

M t N . C F K N T	 While a paired comparison provides ordinal data, there are methods for converting
it to interval data. The Law of Comparative Judgment involves converting the frequen-
cies of preferences (such as in Exhibit 9-3) into a table of proportions that are then

transformed into a Z matrix by referring to the table of areas under the normal curve.5

Guilford's composite-standard method is another alternative.9

The forced ranking scale shown in Exhibit 9-2 lists attributes that are ranked rel-
ative to each other. This method is faster than paired comparisons and is usually easier

• and more motivating to the respondent. With five items, it takes 10 paired comparisons
to complete the task and the simple forced ranking of fie is easier. Also ranking has

no trans1w1ty problem where 4 is prerred to B and B to C but C is preferred to A
ba raikng isfhtsvnber ot't3thttthat artbe haàdkd by this

method. Five objects can he ranked easily, but respondents may grow careless in rank-
ing 10 or more items. In addition, rank ordering produces ordinal data since the distance
between preferences is unknown.

Often the manager or researcher is interested in bcnchmarking. This calls for a
standard by which other programs, processes, brands, points of sale, or people can be
compared. The comparative scale is ideal for such comparisons if the respondents are
familiar with the standard. In the Exhibit 9-2 example, the standard is the respondent's
previous mutual fund. The new fund is being assessed relative to it. The provision to
compare yet other funds to the standard is not shown in the example but is nonetheless
available to the researcher.

Some researchers treat the data produced by comparative scales as interval data
since the scoring reflects an interval between the standard and what is being compared.
We would treat the rank or position of the item as ordinal data unless the linearity of the
variables in question could be supported.

None of the ranking methods covered is particularly useful when there are many
items. The method of successive intervals is sometimes used to sort the items (usually
one per card) into piles or groups representing a succession of values. From the sort, an
interval scale can then be developed." ) This procedure is not used frequently and then
only in unique studies.

MeasuréThent Scale Construction
Earlier, we discussed scales by the techniques used to construct them. Of the five tech-
niques, three are used frequently: the arbitrary approach. ite,,I analysis, and facto ring.

They are,emphasized in this sction..aiwtgwith a preview of multivariate scales

(described in more detail in Chapter 19). CQpSe1I5US and cumulative methods receive
less attention because they are time-consuming to construct or have fewer manage-
ment applications. They are briefly mentioned because of their influence on current
methods.

Arbitrary Scaling We design arbitrary scales by collecting several items that we believe are unambigu-
ous and appropriate to a given topic. Some are chosen for inclusion in the Instrument.
To illustrate, consider.a company image study. We choose a sample of items that we
believe are the components of company image:
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Bow do you regard (Company X's) reputation?
I. As a place to work?	 Bad
2.As a sponsor of civic projects? 	 Bad
3.For ecological concern? 	 Bad
4.As an employer of minorities? 	 Bad

261

Good

- Good

Good

Good

We might score each of these from I to 5. depending on the degree of favorable-
ness reported. The results may be studied in several ways. Totals may be made by indi-
vidual items, by compan y, by companies as places to work, for ecological concern, and
so on. Totals for each company or for individuals may be calculated to determine how
they compare to others. Based on a total for these four items, each company would
receive from 4 to 20 points from each respondent. These data may also be analyzed
from a respondent-centered point of view. Thus, we might use the attitude scores of
each individual to stud y differences among individuals.

Arbitrary scales are easy to develop, inexpensive, and can be designed to be highly
specific. They provide useful information and are adequate if developed skillfully.
There are also weaknesses. The design approach is sub jective. The researcher's insight
and ability offer the only assurance that the items chosen are a representative sample of
the universe of content (the totality of what constitutes "company image"). We have no
evidence that respondents will view all items with the same frame of reference.

While arbitrary scales are often used, there has been a great effort to develop con-
struction techniques that overcome some of their deficiencies. An early attempt was
consensus scaling.

Consensus	 Consensus scaling requires items to be selected by a panel of judges and then evalu-
Scaling	 ated on (I) relevance to the topic area. (2) potential for ambiguity, and (3) the level of

attitude they represent. A widely known form of this approach is the Thurstone equal -
appearing interval scale. Also known as the Thursigme scale. this approach resulted
in an interval rating scale for attitude measurement. Often 50 or more judges evaluate
a large number of statements expressing different degrees of favorableness toward an

Assume	 si b
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Gaia>c' s seekng	 t
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•	 i:t.	 •, W.
•

object There As' in'IC -,tatement per card; The judges sort each card into I of II piles

representing their esaluatton of the degree of favorableness that the statement

expresses. The j udgcs agreement or disagreement with the statement is not involved.
of the II piles, 3 are identified to the judges by labels of tavorabIc and untasor-
able at the e\tremes and"neutral" at the midpoint. The eight intermediate pile, are
unlabeled to create the impression of equal-appearing intervals between the three

IabL ted positions.
[his method i4 cale construction is rarel) used in applied managcrnent research

these das lt cost. tine. and staff requircilients make it impractical. The importance at

this histone method, ho es Cr. is its influen e on the Liken and sernant. di!fcrential

scales

Item Analysis
Scaling

Item analysis scaling i.i procedure for evaluating an Item based an ho well it dis-
eiiiinaies between those persons whose total score is high and those ss hose total s

t t	
core

low. The most popular scale using this approach is the ummaied or Liken scale.
item anaiss involves calculating the mean scores for each scale item among the

low scorers and high scorers. The item means between the hi gh -core group and the

low-score group are then tested for significance by calculating t Finall'.. the 20

to 2 nems that have the greatest t values (significant differences between means) are

selected for inclusion in the final scale.
Liken-type scales are relativel) easy to construct compared to the equal-appearing

inteival scaie . L The first step is to collect a large number of statements that meet two

criteria: (I) Each statement is believed to be relevant to the attitude bein g studied t2)

Each is believed to reflect a favorable or unfavorable position on that attitude. People
similar to those who are going to be studied are asked to read each statement and to
,late the leel of their agreement with tt, using a five-point scak.A scale same of I

might indicate a strongly unfavorable attitude: 5, a strongly fasorable attitude (see

Exhibit 9-1 ).
Each person's responses are then added to secure a total score. The next step is to

array , these total scores and select some portion representing the highest and lowest

total scores, 
say, the top 25 percent and the bottom 25 percent. These two extreme

groups represent people with the most favorable and least favorable attitudes toward the
topic being studied. The extremes are the two criterion groups by vhkh we evaluate
individual statements Through a comparative analysis of response patterns to each

statement hs member ' of these two groups. we learn which statements consistently cor-

relate with 4. 'w favorability Arid which correlate with high favorability attitudes.
This procedure is illusated in Exhibit 9-4. In evaluating response patterns of the

high and low groups to the statement I consider my job exciting." we secure the results
shown. After finding the r values for each statement. we rank-order them and select

those statements with the highest r values. As an approximate indicator of a statement's
discrimination power, Edwards suggests using only those statements whose t value is
1.75 or greater. provided there are 25 or more subjects in each group. To safeguard
against response-set bias, we should word approxiniatelyonc-haif of the statements to

be favorable and word the other half 10 be unfavorable.
The Liken scale has many advantages that account- for its popularity. It is easy and

quick to con
struct. Each item that is included has met an empirical test for disriininat-

log ability. Since respondent , answer each item, it is probably more reliable and it pro-

vtde a greater volume of data than many other scales.
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EXHIBIT (1–...t 	 i'.	 lttttt	 . :-.	 '','i''.t	 :' lien; .\ti.iIsis

	

15	 75	 5	 .22	 110	 550

	

16	 M	 4	 30	 120	 480

	

87	 261	 3	 IS	 45	 135

	

44	 88	 2	 4	 8	 16

	

15	 15	 1	 2	 2	 2

	177	 503	 73	 285	 1.183

	YJXL
	 _.X'2	 1H

II5I) ,setee
	

5

Agree
	

4
	

4

Undecided
	

3
	

29

Disagree
	

22

Strongly disagree
	

15

Total
	

73

nil

Steps:
I For the etatement I consider toy job exciting,' we select the data from the bottom 25 percent of the dotrihuIon (low 	 score group and

the top 25 percern (hi gh total score group). There are 73 people in each group. The remaining 50 percent in the tntddie pf the distribution is

not cons,dered for this anal ,,su. l-r each of the response categories, the scale 's value (K) is multiplied h the frequency or number of

respondctit. ID who chose that value. These values produce the product (jX). This number is then multiplied by X tJX5. For example. there

are 3 respondents in the low score group who scored a  istrongly agreed with the statement) uT 	 :i ,3 , IS, (/X)= 15 x S = 75

2. The frequencies, products. and squares we summed.

A. A mean score icr cacti group is computed.

4. Deviation scores are computed, squared, and summed as required bs the formula.

S The data are tested in a modified i-test that compares the high and low scoring groups toe the item. Notice the mean scores in the numerator

of the formula.

The calculated value is eotnpare.d with acriterion. 1.75. lIthe calculated value (in the. case. 8.92) is equal to or exceeds the criterion, the

statement iti said to be a ood 'itsenminator of the measured attitude tlf it is less than the crtteciiiri, se would consider it a poordi.scnmtnator ot

ti'te target iii(LIdc an( ckHt 11 !-m the measuring instrument.) We then select the next item and repeat the process.

Cumulative	 Total scores on cumulative scales have the same meaning. Given a per ' s total

Scaling score, it is possible to estimate which items were answered positively and negatively.

A pioneering scale of this type was the scalogram. Scalogram analysis is a procedure

for determining whether a set of items forms a unudimensional scale. 
14 A scale is uni-

diniensidnal if the responses fall into a pattern in which endorsement of the item

reflecting the extreme position results also in endorsin g all items that are less

extreme.
Assume we are surveying opinions regarding a new style of running shoe. We have

developed a preference scale of four items:

1. The Air.co/e is good looking.

2. I will insist on Airsole next time because it is great looking.

3. The appearance of Airsole is acceptable to me.

4. 1 prefer the Airsole style to other styles.

Respondents indicate whether they agree or disagree. If these items form a unidi-

mensional scale, the response patterns will approach the ideal configuration shown in

Exhibit 9-5.

A score of 4 indicates all statements are agreed upon and represents the most favor-

able attitude. Persons with a score of 3 should disagree with item 2 but agree with all
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EXHIRFr-5 !ltl SealograiuResponst Pattern

I(1m

x	 x	 x	 4

-	 x x	 x

	

x	 x	 2

- - - x
0

X Agree

= Disagree

others, and so on. According to scalogram theory, this pattern confirms that the universe
of content (attitude toward the appearance of this running shoe) is scalable.

The scalograrn and similar procedures for discovering underlyin g structure are use-
ful for assessing behaviors that are highly structured, such as social distance, org aniza-

tional hierarchies, and evolutionary product stages) 5 Although used less often today,
the scalo gram retains potential for managerial applications.

Factor Scaling Factor scales include a variety of techniques that have been developed to address two
problems: 0 how to deal with the universe of content that is multidimensional and (2)
how to uncover underl ying (latent) dimensions that have not been identified by
exploratory research.

tf Cartrovos-: kU4&,

mifepristone (RU486), "tie first dedicated medical abortion
pill regimen,' on September 28. 2000. heralded a period of
some concern in medical practices as well as private and
public health facikties. Fearing a dramatic transformation of
the abortion landscape.' man y cihvsiclaos claimed they
would stay on the sidelines. One year later, a landmark
study by the Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation (fF)
reveals Mietber those fears were realized.

KEF hired Princeton Suriey Research Associates
(PSRA) 10 conduct a phone survey of 790 health care
prow-lers, induding 595 giecoiogists and 195 family
practitioners, internists, and general practitioners between
May and August 20W. PSRA randomly drew, the sample of
physicians frrn the American Medical Association's master
file. rK-)0nrsAere asked to reveal the degree to which they
had p&ormed surgical abortion in the previous five years

or their reasons for not providing this service (personal con-
victions, hesaltal policy, etc.). Each interview also includea

nuestions to measure physician I arn:iaiity wLtti medcat
abortion roaimen, as well as its perceived safety and effec-
tiver ess FinaitV, interviewers asked physicians whether
they bad prescriLd miteptistone since its FDA approval,
whether they had previously participated in cinicai trials of
the drjg during its FDA approval prcicess, their reasons for
presctibng or not prescribing mifecristone, and Their future
intentions for prescribing mifeori stone plus their reasons for
acting as they predicted.

Gven the controversial nature of The subiect and physi-
cians excressed couicems, viAiat rreasurement issues
should have been considered and which scales would have
been appropriate for this first -year benstimark stocW? To see
the measurement Questions used, see the KFF website,

www.kfLorg

www.psra.com	 I
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l%e provide an
illus tration (y' factor

analysis and

mu llidinit'1l5i0110! % (tag

in Chapter 19

retechniques are designed to intercorrelale items so their derec of interdepe n

-dcncQ may he detected. Fhere are many approaches that the ads aitced student 'A I II ant

to explore, such as latent structure analysis (of which the scalograni is .a special case).

factor analysis. cluster anal sis, and metric and nonmetris' multidimensional scaling.
We limit the discussion in this section to the semantic differential (SD), which is based

on factor analysis.1
Osgood and his associates developed the .semwittt f!erentlu/ met/us] to measure the

psychological meanings of an object to an individual.' They produced a long list of adjec-

tive pairs useful for attitude research Searching Roet Theaiirm for such adjectives,

they located 289 pairs. These were reduced to 76 pairs that were harmed Into rating scales.

They chose 20 concepts that evoked the ps ychological meanings they s k ished to probe. The

concepts from this historical study illustrate the wide applicability of the technique to per-

sons, abstract concepts (Such as leadership). events, institutions, and physical ohjccts.

By factor anal y zing the data, they concluded that semantic space is multidimen-
sional rather than unidimensioflal. Three factors contributed most to meaningful judg-

inents by respondents: Ii) evaluation. (2) potency. and (3) activity. The evaluation

dimension usually accounts for one-half to threc-tourths of the extractable variance.

(The evaluation dimension is the onl y dimension possessed by Likrt scales.) Potency

and activity are about equal and together account for a little over one-fourth of the

extractable variance Occasionally, the potency and activity dimensions combine to

form "dynamism " Results of the Thesaurus study are show  in Exhibit 9-6.

The SD scale should he adapted to e3ch research problem. SD construction

involves the following steps.

1. Select the concepts The concepts are nouns, noun phrases. or nonverbal stimuli

such as visual sketches. Concepts are chosen by j udgment and reflect the nature of the

investigative question. In the Mind Writer studs. one concept might be 'Call Center
accessibility." Or in a study to evaluate multiple c:tnilidatcs for an executive position in

all 	 association, the concept might be ci candidate. 'Darncll Williams."

2. Select the original bipolar word pairs oi pairs no adapt in your needs, if the tradi-
tional Osgood items are used, several criteria guide' your selection. The first is. the fac-

tor(s) compositiOn.
• You need at least three bipolar pairs for e:ich factor touc evaluation, potency, and

activity. Scores on these individual items should be averaged, by factor, to improve

their test reliability.
• The scale must be relevant to the coneepis beingloi0ted. Choose adjectives that

altoss connotative perceptions ' be expressed lrrcL'ant concept-scale pairings

yield neutral midpoint values that convey li ttle information.

• Scales should be stable across subjects and concepK .A pair such as 'large-small"

may he interpreted by some to he denotative sshcn jud g ing a physical object such

as an "automobile hut ma y he used connflt3tiVelc in iud ging abstract concepts

such as quality management."
• Scales should be linear between polar opposites and pass through the origin. A pair

that fails this test is ' t ugged-delicate." which is nonlinear on the evaluation dimen-

sion. When used 5eparately, both adject i ves have favorable nieanings.

In Exhibit 9- ss e see the scale heino used bsa panel ot cot'pOttttr leaders to rate
candidates for an industry leadership position. The selection of concepts in tins case is

simple: there are three candidates, plus 'a fourth—the ideal candidate.
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EXHIBIT 9-6 Results of the Thcuros Stud,

Good had	 Hard-soft	 Active
Positl^'! negative	 Strong-weak	 Fast-sio
Optimistic-pessimistic	 Heavy-light	 Hot-cold
Complete incomplete	 Maculine-femjnjne	 Excitable-calrn
Tmiely Uflt!ITCiY
	

Severe-tenjent

Trnadous-yjcJdnc

t. Tean-aIrlv	 True- fals-
Kind-cruel	 high-low	 Reputable-disreputable
Sociable-unsociable	 Meacüngfiul-meaningless	 Believing-skeptical	 Soceibk-uasociabk
Light-dark	 Important-unhnport.nt	 Wie-foo1ish	 Mengful-meathngjess
Altruistic-.egotisticaj	 Progressive-regressive 	 Healthy-sick
Grateful-ungrateful 	 Clean-dirty
Beaurifiil-.ugly	 .

Haothous—dissoa	 ...	 .	 -.

seURc-. Adapted from Charles E Osrood. G. J. Suci. and P. H. Tannenbaum. The Measu,emeni of ileanmg (t.ehana. [L. UflivCi-sfl if
IIllinois Press, 197), Table 5. pp. 52-61

EXHIBIT 9-7 SD Scale for Analyzing Candidates for an Industry Leadership Position

Analyze (candidate) for current position:
(E)
	

Sociable	 7 - _.: 	 (1) Un,.oce
(P)
	

Weak	 l) 	 (7) Srone
(A)
	

Active	 (7)	 _.	 _.	 _:	 ti) Passive
(E)
	

Progressive	 (7).	 . _:	 ___:	 : (I) Rctr-s
(P)	 Yielding	 (1). __:	 .:	 _.	 _:	 ___ ._: •_....: (7:r..

(A)
	

Slow	 (I).	 - ...:	 .	 t7) ft-'
(E)
	

True	 (7): -	 _:	 (I)
(P
	

Heavy	 7):	 .	 .	 : 	 (I) L!gh'
(A)
	

Hot	 (7): ( I)
(E)
	

Unsueeesfu	 1. -	 .	 -	 SUSSIU



EXHIBIT 9-8 Graphic Representation of SD Analysis
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Unsociable

Regressive

False

Unsuccessful

Weak

Yielding	 -4.

Light

Passive

Slow
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True
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Potency

Strong

.Teaciouc

Heav
Activity

Active

Fast

Hot

Junes	 •
Smith •-'---.
Williams e --------

The nature of the problem determines the selection of dimensions and bipolar
pairs. Since the person who wins this position must influence business leaders, we
decide to use all three factors The candidate must deal with many people, often in a
social setting; must have high integrity; and must take a leadership role in encouraging
more progressive policies in the industry. The position will also involve a high degree
of personal activity. Based on these requirements, we choose ID scales to score the can-
didates from 7 to 1. The negative signs in the original scoring procedure (-3. —2. —1,0.
+1, +2, +3) were found to produce coding errors. Exhibit 9 7 illustrates the scale used
for the research. The letters along the left side, which show the relevant factor, would be
omitted from the actual scale, as would the numerical values shown. Note also that the
evaluation, potency, and activity scales are mixed, and about half are reversed to mini-
mize the halo effect. To analyze the results, the set of evaluation (E) values is averaged.
as are those for the potency (P) and activity (A) dimensions.

The data are plotted in Exhibit 9-8. Here the adjective pairs are reordered so eval-
uation, potency, and activity descriptors are grouped together with the ideal factor
reflected by the left side of the scale. Profiles of the three candidates may be compared
to each other and to the idea].

Adapting SD Scales to the Management Question One study explored a
retail store image using 35 pairs of words or phrases classified into eight groups. These
word pairs were especially created for the stud y. Excerpts from this scale are presented
in Exhibit 9-9. Other categories of scale items were "general characteristics of the com-
pany." "physical characteristics of the store. "prices charged by the store." "store per-
sonnel," "advertising by the store," and "your friends and the Store." Since the scale
pairs are closely associated with the characteristics of the store and its use, one could
develop image profiles of various stores.
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EXHIBIT 9-9 Adapting SD Ss:ii ir ReUit tortt lutsige Study

Nearby

Short time required to reach store

Difficult driv

Difficult to find parking place

Convenient to other stores I shop

Wide selection of different
kinds of products

Fully stocked

Undependable products

High quality

Numerous brands

Distant

Long time required to reach store

Easy drive

Easy to find parking place

Inconvenient to other stores I shop

Limited selection of different
kinds of products

Understocked

Dependable products

Low quality

Few brands

Unknown brands	 _:	 :__:_:	 :	 Well-known brands

SOURCE: Robert F. Kelly and Ronald Stephenson, The Semantic Differential: An Information Source tor Designing Retail Patronage
Appeals, Journal of Marketing 31 (October 1967), p. 45.

Advanced Scaling New construction approaches have removed many of the deficiencies of traditional

Techniques scales. Some have evolved to handle specific management research applications. Most
techniques mentioned in this section rely qn complex computer algorithms and require
an understanding of multivariate statistics. Students interested in further information on
these topics should refer to the statistical examples in Chapter 19 and the references.

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) describes a collection of techniques that deal
with property space in a more general manner than the semantic differential. With
MDS, one can scale objects, people, or both in ways that provide a visual impression of
the relationships among variables. The data-handling characteristics of MDS Provide
several options: ordinal input (with interval output), and fully metric (interval) and non-
metric modes. The various techniques use proximities as input data. A proximity is an

index of perceived similarity or dissimilarity between objects. The objects might be 20
nations (or 10 primary exports) that respondents are asked to judge in pairs of possible
combinations as to their similarity. By means of a computer program, the ranked or
rated relationships are then represented as points on a map in multidimensional space. 

20

We may think of three types of attribute space, each representing a mftidijnen-

sional map. First, in objective space a product can be positioned in terms of, say, its price,

taste, and brand image. Second, a person's perceptions also may be positioned in subjec-

tive space using similar dimensions. These maps do not always coincide, but they do pro-
vide information about perceptual disparities. Since the subjective maps vary over time,
they also provide important trend data. Third, we can describe our preferences for the

object's ideal attributes. All objects close to the ideal are more preferred than those far-
ther away. These various configurations are said to reflect the "hidden structure" of the
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EXHIBIT 9-10 Multidimensional Map of Beer Preference?

beer

High-sodium beers S

Dimension 2:
	 Light beers .

Taste

Imported beers S

Dimension 1
Price

data and make complicated problems much easier to understand. In Exhibit 9-10 two
dimensions are plotted: price and taste. The high-sodium beers are closest to the ideal
beer on the price dimension while the imported beets ale f:itthesi avay,

Another approach. representing a collection of techniques, is conjoint analysis.
Con j oint analysis is used to measure complex decision it :ikin that requires multiat-
tribute judgments. Its primary focus has been the exp.tlIition of consumer behavior
With numerous applications in product development an,] ntarketing

When discovering and learnins' about product, coiIsuiners define a set of attributes
or characteristics they use to compare competine hiands or models in a product class.
Using these attributes, they es aluate the product range and cilnhlnate some brands. Then
a final set of alternatives (including a nonpurchuse or dela yed purchase decision) is
developed. These evaluations can change if there is nes information about additional
competitors. Corrections to attribute knowledge. or tuither thoughts about the attribute
Algebraic theory can be used to model these cognitive processes and develop statistical
approximations that reveal the rules the consumer follows in decision making.

For example. a consumer might lie considering the purchase of a personal com-
puter. MindWritcr has a fast processine speed and a high price. Brand X has a low price
and a slower processor. The consumer's choice still be evidence of the utility of the
processing-speed attribute. Simultaneously, other aurihiitr's are being evaluated—such
as memory, portability, graphics support. and user friendliness

Conjoint analysis can produce a scaled value for i-:ich attribute as well as a utility
value for attributes that have levels (e.g.. memory nmS has e a range of 128 to more than
512 megabytes). Both ranking and rating inputs in.s he used to evaluate product attrib-
utes. Conjoint analysis is not restricted to marketin g applications, nor should it he con-
sidered a single generalized technique (see Chapter 14

Finally, advanced students who are interested in the ejbove techniques may also
wish to investigate magnitude esmnazzon oaling. Magnitude scales provide access to
ratio measurement and open new alternatives to ilanageinent problems previously
addressed through ordinal scales alone. Rioh rno also offer altei native approaches
to a range of traditional measures from dichotomous responses to L ikeri-type response
formats.4
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Myra and Jasar	 I :	 rtng	 '.gottvo quesfioru, they louJ	 ostloc

	scahnq for the Oor o ccOco project for a	 to capture the essence of the repar process : Are cus-

	

week when the ía ame to My: a to report 	 tomena toblems resolved?" Translated into an a 	 tion for

	

her pr jresio MrrdWnters gerefa a anager, Jean-Claude.	 the scale the statement became,"Resolution of problems

	

They had narrowed the chce to ft- -e scales: a UKe2 scale, 	 that prompted senaco/mpoir. They coennied to lasor over

	

a conventional ranq scale Ah two cartal anchors and therr 	 the wording of the verbal anchors after their meeting with

	hybrid th<peclatlon scale. All were five paler scaes t n t were	 Jean-Claude It was wnportanl for tee alst-in a between the
presumed to measure at the int'-'rvai ever 	 numbers to resemble the psychological distance implied by

	

They needed statement that could a000cnpar, toe	 the w "i 4V mpriatee vens:onc 'the °V	 ' P queston

scale for flYoimiflo'y evaluation. Roturnng to their	 of	 were cc; s:rucreo and then the a(es won' ,ended:

Likert Scale

The problem that piompted crvrce/repaIr was resolved

Strongly	 Neither Agree	 Strongly

Disagree	 Disagree	 nor Disagree	 Agree	 Agree

	

2	 1	 4	 S

Conventional Likert Rating Scale (MindWriter's favorite)

To ohat extent are vo,i satrslred that the problem that prompted sers ice/repair ssas reori\ ed

Very Dissatisfied	 Very Satirdled

	

2	 3	 4

Hybrid Expectation Scale

Resolution of the problem that orompted service/repair.

Met few	 Met some	 Met most	 Met all	 Exceeded

expectations	 expectations	 expectations	 expectations	 expectations

	

2	 3	 4	 5

EXHBT 9-11 liol of \IindWriter tIe Evaluation

U

--

-

Expectation scores
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Scaling describes the procedures by which we as'. ien numbers to measurements of
opinions, attitudes, and other concepts. Selection of a measurement scale to best meet
our needs involves six decisions:

Study objective: Do we measure the characteristics of the respondent or the stim-
ulus object?

Rponse form: Do we measure with a rating scale or a ranking scale?

• Degree of preference: Do we measure our preferences or make nonpreference
judgments?

Data properties: Do	 jiicasWe with uoi,ival, rrdrrai. iutciai, 01 ratio data?

• Number of dimensions: Do we measure using a urridimensional or multidimen-
sional scale?

• Scale construction: Do we develop scales by arbitrary decision, consensus, item
analysis, cumulative scaling, or factor analysis?

In this chapter, two classifications— the response form and scale construction
techniques—were emphasized.

When using rating scales, one judges an object in absolute terms against certain speci-
fied criteria Seseral scales were proposed impk catcgory: multiple choice. single-
response. multiple choice. multiple-response; I ikert scales: semantic differential:
nurner:cal scales: multiple rating lists. fused sum scales; stapel scales: and graphic rat-
ing scales. When you use ranking methods, you make relatis e comparisons against
other similar obJects. Three well-known methods are the pared-coniparion. forced
ranking, and the comparative scale.
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Scaled measurement strategies are classified by the techniques used to Construct them.
Of the five techniques, three are used frequently: the arbitrary approach, item analysis,
and factoring. Consensus and cumulative methods receive less attention because they
are time-consuming or have fewer business applications. Arbitrary scales are designed
by the researcher's own subjective selection of items. These scales are simple to con-
struct and have content validity only.

In the consensus method, a panel is used to judge the relevance, ambiguity, and
attitude level of scale items. Those items that are-judged best are then included in the
final instrument. The Thurstone method of equal-appearing intervals is a historic con-
sensus method that has given impetus for many current scales.

With the item analysis approach, one develops many items believed to express
either a favorable or an unfavorable attitude toward some general object. These items
are then pretested to decide which ones discriminate between persons with high total
scores and those with low total scores on the test. Those items that meet this discrimi-
nation test are included in the final instrument. The most successful l.ikert scales are
developed using this approach.

With the cumulative approach scales, it is possible to estimate how a respondent
has answered individual items by knowing the total score. The items are related to each
other on a particular attitude dimension, so that if one agrees with a more extreme item,
one will also agree with items representing less extreme views. The scalogram is the
classic example.

Factoring develops measurement questions through factor analysis or similar cor-
relation techniques.particularly useful in uncovering latent attitude dimensions,

aland it approaches sc1Thg through theèoncept of multidimensioi* attribute space. The
semantic differential scale is an example.

Other developments in scaling include multidimensional scaling and conjoint
analysis. Each represents a family of related techniques with a variety of applications
for handling complex judgments. Magnitude estimation and Rasch models provide an
avenue for reconceptualizing traditional scaling techniques for greater efficiency and
freedom from error.

3

4

arbitrary scales 260
categoriiation 251
central tendency (error) 257
comparative scale 260
conjoint analysis 269
consensus scaling 261
cumulative scales 263
equal-appearing interval scale 261
factor scales 264
fixed sum scale 256
forced ranking scale 260
graphic rating scale 256

halo effect (error) 257 	 proximity 268
item analysis scaling 262 	 ranking scales 251
leniency (error) 256	 rating scales 251
Likert scale 253	 scaling 250
multidimensional scaling 251	 scalogram 263
multiple choice, mu1tiple-reponse 	 semantic differential scale 253

scale 253	 simple category scale 253
multiple choice, single-response 	 stapel scale 256

scale 253	 successive intervals 260
multiple rating list scale 256	 unidimensional scale 251
numerical scale 256
paired-comparison scale 257
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263

261

264

BRTL.
Close-Up.

269

251

- 264

25

- .	 Company

Airsole'

Scenario -H

Consmicring agreement items fora scale.

Seeking to assess teen shopping preferences prior to
constructing intrastore teen boutiques.

One-year tracking study to assess physicians' knowledge
and attitudes jegardiug tnifepiistoue (RU486).

Galaxy
Department Stores'

Henry J. Kaiser
Family Foundation
(KFF)

Mind Writer Evaluating the CompleteCare program for servicing
Iaptops.

Miro Beach City 	 Evaluating voters' approval or disapproval of a
Government'-	 regulatory program.

Princeton Survey	 Conducted the phone survey of ph y sicians in KFF's
Research Associates 	 one-year tracking study of physicians' knowledge and

attitudes regarding mifepristone (RU486).

Wittenberg University	 Determining demand for a new program.
Department of Education

*Due to the confidential and proprietary nature of most research, the names of some companies have been
changed.	 -	 -	 - - -
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EXAMPLES

Terms in Review	 1. Discuss the relative merits of and proflenis with

a. Rating and ranking scales.

b. Liken and differential scales.

e. Unjdimensional and multidimensional scales.

2. Suppose your firm had planned a major research study for November 2001. Given the inci-
dents of September Il. your superior decides to add a question to the study, The question
must measure consumers' conñd nce that the L S economic system will he able to rebound
fv!fr'ss ing th''-'-anst attacks of ". ntember and the ubequent effects of tho yc incidents
(increased layoffs, higher unemployment numerous firms failing to meet their sales and
profit projections. lower holiday retail sales, war on terrorism). Draft a scale of each of the
following types to measure that confidence level

a Fixed sum scale.

b. Ukert-type summated scale. 	 -:

c. Semantic differential scale. 	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 - -

d. Stapel scale.

e. Forced ranking scale

3. An in'. estigati'. è question in your employee satisfaction stud) seeks to assess employee "job
involvement." Create a measurement question that uses the following scales:

a. A graphic rating scale.	 -

b. A multiple rating list.

c. Which do you recommend and why?	 -	 -- - . --- .	 -	 --

Making Research
Decisions
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-	 You receive the results of a paired-comparison preference test of four soft drinks from a
sample of 200 pons The resnits aasfollows

Koak	 41• 	 Pabze	 Mr. Peepers

Koak	 -	 50*	 115	 35

Zip	 150	 -	 160	 70

Pabze	 85	 40	 -	 45

	- 	 Mr. Peepers	 165	 130
	

155	 -

*Rd as 50 persons preferred Zip to Koak.

	

-	 a. How do these brands rank in overall preference in this sample?

	

.. . •.:	 .	 b. Develop an interval scale for these four brands.

	

.	 5. One of the problems in developing rating scales is the choice of response terms to use.

	

-	 tow are samples of some widely used scaling codes. Do you see any problems with them?

a, Yes -Depends 	 No

b. Excellent _________ Good _________ Fair 	 Poor

c. Excellent 	 Good ________ Average ________ Fair ________ Poor

d. Strongly Approve	 Approve ______ uncertain ______ Disapprove

	

I:	 Strongly Disapprove

	

-	 6. You are working on a consumer perception study of four brands of bicycles. You will need
to develop measurement questions and scales to accomplish the following tasks. Also be

.	 se to explain which data levels(nominal, ordinal, inteal, ratio) are appropriate and which

	

.-"	 quantitative techniques you will use.

-	 a. Prepare an overall assessment of all the brands.

	

-. .•.	 .	 b. Provide a comparison of the brands for each of the following dimensions:
(1) Styling
(2) Durability

.	 .:	 (3) Gear quality
(4) Brand image

7. low is a Likert-type scale that might be used to evaluate your opinion of the educational
. . program you are in. There are five response categories: Strongly Agree through Neither

Agree nor Disagree to Strongly Disagree. If 5 represents the most positive attitude, how
would the different items be valued?

a. This program is not very challenging.
SA A N D SD

b. The general level of teaching is good.
SA A N D SD

c. l really think lam learning a lot from this program.
SA A N D SD

d. Students' suggestions are given little attention here.
SA A N D SD

e. This program does a good job of preparing one for a career.
SAANDSD

f This program is below my expectations.
SA A N D SO

Record your answers to the above items. In what two different ways could such responses be
used? What would be the purpose of each?
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8. \1 1cii is the basis of Jason and Myra's argument for the 00cc! of	 :.rtiiScctrv scale to address

customer expectations?

9. Using the response strategies within Exhibti 9-i or 9-2. which would be appropriate and

odd insight to understanding the various indicants of student demand for the academic pro-

grain in which they are enrolled'	 -

Bringing
Research to Life

From Concept
to Practice

WWW Exercises	 Visit our website br Internet exercises related to this chapter at

www.nthhe.comibstsinessiCoopCi?

A

A GEM OF A STUDY	 -	 NCR: TEEING UP A NEW STRATEGIC
-	 : - DIRECTION

BBQ PRODUCT CROSSES OVER THE LINESPEBBLE BEACH CO.
OF VARIED TASTES --
	 0

CALLING UP ATTENDANCE

CUMMINS ENGINES

INQUIRING MINDS WANT TO
KNOW--NOW!

RAMADA DEMONSTRATES ITS
PERSONAL BEST

THE CATALYST FOR WOMEN
IN FINANCIAL SERVICES

to

VOLKSWAGEN'S BEETLE

MASTERING TEACHER LEADERSHIP

*Ali cases indic 5100 \ldeo icon are located on the Instru ctor's Videotape Supplement All non\ideo cases are in the case

section of the t exthook. All cases indicatinc a (0 i on offer a data set, \shth is located on the accompanying CD.
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